
 

 

 
  



SoDUCo-BnF seminar : 3rd session 
Tuesday 23rd May 2023, 09h30-17h30 

Bibliothèque nationale de France, Site Richelieu, 5 Rue Vivienne, 75002 Paris. 
 

Morning 

Processing historical maps from XVIIITH and XIXTH centuries at BnF  
 
 

The Cartes & Plans department from Bibliothèque nationale de France and the SoDUCo team 
propose to discuss with professionals involved in the processing of cartographic documents from 
the 18th and 19th century. It will be organised into three breakout sessions in which all participants 
will participate successively. 

 

➢ history of collections and preservation treatment : presentation of documents and visit of 
Cartes & Plans storages. 
 

➢ bibliographic processing : cataloguing, place entities and associated services (including Data 
BnF) 
 

➢ digitalisation and diffusion : digitalisation policy, diffusion policy and implementation in 
Gallica through IIIF. 

 

Afternoon 

Spatial analysis of geo-historical data. 
Spatial and social co-evolution within the city of Paris 1799-1908 

 

Organisers: Julie Gravier (SoDUCo - EHESS) and Juste Raimbault (SoDUCo - IGN) 
 

Following the second SoDUCo-BnF seminar focused on commercial Almanachs and Annuaires 
for Paris during the XIXTH century, the second half of the seminar will explore formalised spatial 
analysis methods which can be applied to the data drawn from these sources. 

The dataset constructed contains the location of individuals and their activities, at the address 
spatial resolution and with a yearly frequency. Growing larger in time and with publications, the 
current corpus gathers around 10Mio directory entries through the century1. These precise and 
massive data allow investigating urban dynamics at various temporal and sptial scales, furthermore 
at a period during which the mutations of the city are particularly significant (population growth, 
urban densification, urban street network reorganisation, industrialisation, etc.). These form 
therefore a robust basis for empirical enquiries to test multiple hypothesis. They become 
therethrough a scientific medium to confront viewpoints and analysis approaches, at the 
crossraods of multiple disciplines. 

Starting from the same corpus of open data, more precisely list of addresses in alphabetical 
order of individual names between 1799 and 1908, the seminar will aim at developing two 
dialogues. On the one hand, different disciplinary research streams linked to quantitative urban 
sciences will be presented and discussed ; on the other hand, these various approaches will be 
empirically tested on the dataset. These dialogues will be built by alternating keynotes and 
applications. This will highlight the complementarity of disciplines to understand urban dynamics, 
while discussing methodological issues linked to such data when testing assumptions on co-
evolution processes.  
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See also : progr. SoDUCo, Groupe Géohistoricaldata (Site and Wiki) and associated repositories on Github, Harvard Dataverse, Didómena, Nakala et Zenodo  
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https://evento.renater.fr/survey/inscriptions-a-la-3eme-journee-
soduco-bnf-23-mai-2023-m3qnah52  

 

  
 

https://soduco.github.io/
http://ladehis.ehess.fr/index.php?652
http://ladehis.ehess.fr/index.php?611
https://geohistoricaldata.org/
https://wiki.geohistoricaldata.org/
https://github.com/soduco/
https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataverse/geohistoricaldata
https://didomena.ehess.fr/collections/bk128b213?locale=fr
https://soduco.github.io/soduco_bnf_seminars/
https://evento.renater.fr/survey/inscriptions-a-la-3eme-journee-soduco-bnf-23-mai-2023-m3qnah52
https://evento.renater.fr/survey/inscriptions-a-la-3eme-journee-soduco-bnf-23-mai-2023-m3qnah52
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